Effects of sleeping position and time after feeding on the organization of sleep/wake states in prematurely born infants.
Epidemiologic studies provide strong evidence for the conclusion that sleeping in the prone position places infants at greater risk for sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS). Prior studies in newborn infants found that in the prone sleeping position there is less time awake and more quiet sleep, but little change in the amount of active sleep. To determine whether the effects of sleeping position on state distribution vary with time after feeding, we studied prematurely born infants in both the prone and supine sleeping positions. Sleep states were recorded each minute during interfeed intervals. Results demonstrate expected effects of sleep position on state distribution: prone sleeping is associated with a 79% increase in quiet sleep and a 71% decrease in time awake. While the decreases in time awake are seen throughout the interfeed interval, increases in quiet sleep in the prone position are found only within the first hour and again near the end of the interfeed interval. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that prone sleeping could increase risk for SIDS by altering the organization of sleep, and that time after feeding may play an important role in the expression of these effects.